PLAN OF OPERATIONS

1610 W. CHICAGO, INC. d/b/a LOOP TAVERN

Hours of Operation: Mon.-Thurs. 8:00 am to 12:00 am - Fri – Sat. 8:00 am – 2:00 am
Sun. 11:00 am – 8:00 pm

Criminal Activity: I.D. Authentication Machine: We will strengthen our Card Checking Process by purchasing an I.D. Authentication Machine that scans the I.D.s presented and can detect false I.D. cards to prevent the sale of alcohol to minors.

Reporting Fights Criminal Activity – Pursuant to MCC 4-60-141, 1610 shall report any criminal activity within 100 feet of the establishment. In the event of criminal activity outside or within the premises the staff are responsible to call 911 for emergencies. In the event of any such activity occurring within the premises, the staff on duty shall immediately contact police, turn up lights, turn off music and intervene in a manner consistent with the safety of all individuals and if possible remove any offenders from the premises.

Outdoor Lights – 1610 W. Chicago, Inc. ("1610") shall maintain adequate lighting on all sides of the licensed premises including any alleyway accessible by the business to ensure the safety of all patrons and employees. The lighting shall include 500 watt halogen or LED fixtures and be able to produce discernable images from the distance of 15 feet in front and on all sides of each entry and exit.

Outdoor Security Cameras/Video Surveillance – 1610 will have outdoor cameras and will maintain the video recordings for 90 days and shall be indexed by date and time. 1610 will also have trained personnel to retrieve the video recordings in case of a police emergency and all recordings shall be stored at the license premises in a secured manner and shall be made immediately available upon request of any City of Chicago agency. We will also attach our cameras to the OECEM systems as requested by the Police.

BASSET Training – All employees shall be Basset trained.

CAPS/Hospitality Meetings – We will attend CAPS and Hospitality meetings and meet with and work with the community and police to improve the neighborhood.

Signage - Loitering/Noise/Litter – 1610 shall have indoor and outdoor signs that state 1) “No loitering allowed”, 2) “You are being videotaped”, 3) “Respect neighbors
leave quietly”. All signs shall state “these policies shall be strictly enforced by the management”.

Noise - Licensee shall monitor noise levels (from music and patrons) emanating from the premises and the staff shall take immediate action to alleviate and abate any excessive noise at any time while the premises are in operation. Licensee shall regularly monitor the area around the premises during all of its business hours in order to address and abate any potential noise complaints involving Licensee’s business.

Loitering – Customers and other individuals shall not be allowed by the staff to loiter in front of the premises. Licensee staff shall ban unauthorized people from loitering and trespassing and shall enforce the ban by having the staff instruct unauthorized people to leave and calling the Police if they do not obey.

Litter – Licensee will control the accumulation of litter from its customers and other individuals by maintaining a routine sweep of litter outside the establishment by its staff at the opening hours and during the day. Licensee shall thoroughly clean the exterior premises to remove any trash and litter and shall have sufficient trash containers to accommodate any additional waste generated.

Front Windows – No Tint Nor Covering – Licensee shall not cover, tint or otherwise obstruct the view from the street through any windows of the premises.

Restricted Sales – 1610 shall not sell single servings of beer in containers less than 24 fluid ounces, fortified wines, special brews and products.

Fortified Wines – Including but not limited to wild Irish Rose, Night Train, Italian Swiss, Gallo, Taylor Port and White Port, MD 20/20, Cisco, Cool Breeze, Thunderbird, Sunset Grain Alcohol and other such products.

Special Brews – All high-gravity malt liquors, including but not limited to, St. Ives, Steel Reserve 211, Colt 45, Sparks, Juose, Schlitz, Axe Head, Camo Black, Cobra or Kokoloko.

Other Products – “Single Serve” alcoholic beverage products in violation of 4-60-140(i), individual tobacco wrapping papers, loose or individual cigarettes and any product sold in containers resembling liquor bottles or fruit flavored alcoholic beverages to anyone under the age of 21 years.